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ABSTRACT: The reactive collision between Ca and H2 molecules has
attracted great interest experimentally due to the key role of the product
CaH molecule in the field of astrophysics and cold molecules. However,
quantum dynamics calculations for this system have not been reported due
to the lack of a global potential energy surface (PES). Herein, a globally
accurate PES of the ground-state CaH2 is developed by combining 11365
high-level ab initio points and permutation invariant polynomial neural
network method. Based on the newly constructed PES, the state-to-state
quantum dynamics calculations for the Ca(1S) + H2 (v0 = 0, j0 = 0) → CaH
+ H reaction are carried out using the time-dependent wave packet method.
The dynamic results reveal that the reaction follows the complex-forming
mechanism near the reactive threshold, whereas both the indirect insertion
mechanism and direct abstraction mechanism have effects at higher
collision energies. The newly constructed PES can be used to further study the influence of isotope substitution, rovibrational
excitation, and spatial orientation of reactant molecules on reaction dynamics.

1. INTRODUCTION
Calcium monohydride has attracted significant attention in the
fields of quantum chemistry, molecular spectroscopy, and
astrophysics. One reason for this is the importance of the
spectroscopic characteristics of the CaH molecule in
simulating and analyzing astrophysical phenomena, given its
prevalence in various interstellar environments.1,2 Commenc-
ing with Mulliken’s inaugural spectroscopic study of the CaH
molecule in 1925,3 extensive studies for electronic states,4−7

ro-vibrational states,7−9 and key properties such as the
permanent electric dipole moment10,11 of the CaH molecule
have been carried out. On the other hand, the CaH molecule
has a relatively simple ground-state hyperfine level structure,
shorter excited-state lifetimes, and highly diagonal Franck−
Condon factors for its X2Σ+-A2Π1/2 and B2Σ +-A2Π1/2
transitions,12,13 making it well-suited for laser cooling of cold
molecules and magneto-optical trapping.

As a pathway for the generation of the CaH molecule, the
reactive collision between Ca and H2 molecules has been
extensively studied both experimentally and theoretically.
Experimentally, Lin et al.14 first reported the rotational state
distribution and energy disposal of the CaH product of the
Ca(1P) + H2 reaction by analyzing the laser-induced
fluorescence spectra of the product molecule CaH. The result
shows that the total available energy of 2893 cm−1 is allocated
to the rotational state, vibrational state, and translation state,
corresponding to energies of 552 ± 50, 955 ± 38, and 1342 ±
88 cm−1 and concluded that the reaction is biased toward

collinear geometric collisions. Using pump−probe technology,
they also observed that the vibrational excitation of H2 enlarges
the H2 bond distance and thus facilitates the Ca(1P) + H2
reaction without opening an additional pathway.15 Further-
more, the study on the Ca(1D) + H2 reaction revealed that the
reaction has a preference for a near C2v collision config-
uration,16 and the allocated proportions of product available
energy for rotation, vibration, and translation are 0.36 ± 0.05,
0.28 ± 0.04, and 0.36 ± 0.05, respectively.17 Theoretically, Lee
et al.18 calculated six 1A′ potential energy surfaces (PESs) of
the Ca + H2 reaction system by using an effective-core
potential and a core-polarization potential for Ca. They also
conducted a simple analysis of the possible reaction paths
through the wave functions.

Typically, rigorous quantum-mechanical calculations on a
global high-precision PES are the most reliable means to
obtain accurate dynamics results and mechanisms of molecular
reactions.19,20 However, the previous PES of the CaH2 system
was mainly used to calculate the equilibrium configuration and
vibration mode21 and did not include the asymptotic region
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that the reaction can access. Therefore, it is crucial to construct
a global high-precision PES to calculate the dynamic results for
the CaH2 system. Despite much attention having been paid to
the CaH2 system, to the best of our knowledge, detailed
quantum dynamics results of the Ca + H2 reaction have not
been reported.

In this work, a high-fidelity global PES for the ground-state
CaH2 is constructed based on a large number of high-level ab
initio points and permutation invariant polynomial neural
network (PIP-NN)22,23 method. Based on this new PES, the
state-to-state quantum dynamics calculations for the Ca + H2
(v0 = 0, j0 = 0) → CaH + H reaction are performed using the
time-dependent wave packet (TDWP) method. The dynamic
results of the reaction, including the reaction probabilities, the
product quantum-state distribution, and the differential cross
section (DCS), are calculated to thoroughly investigate and
analyze the reaction mechanism. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief introduction to ab
initio calculations, PES fitting, and quantum dynamical
calculation methods. In Section 3, we first describe the
topographic characteristics of the ground-state CaH2 PES in
detail and then discuss the microscopic mechanism of the title
reaction. Finally, Section 4 presents the conclusions of this
work.

2. THEORETICAL METHODS AND COMPUTATIONAL
DETAILS
2.1. Ab Initio Calculations. The single-point energy of the

ground-state (11A′) CaH2 is calculated at the internally
contracted multireference configuration interaction (icMR-
CI)24,25 level with the Davidson correction (+Q), and cc-
pV5Z26 and def2-QZVP27 basis sets are adopted for H and Ca,
respectively. The molecular orbitals are optimized by the
complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) calcu-
lations.28 In the CASSCF calculations, the four valence
electrons are included in 14 active orbitals (11a′ + 3a″),
corresponding to the 1s, 2s, and 2p orbitals of H and 4s, 3d,
and 4p orbitals of the Ca atom. Nine orbitals (7a′ + 2a″) are
closed, which are related to 1s, 2s, 2p, 3s, and 3p orbitals of the
Ca atom. The number of external orbitals is 143 (91a′ + 52a″).
The abovementioned choice of the CAS is determined by a
number of tests that can ensure the convergence of most
molecular configurations on the premise of high accuracy and
acceptable computational cost. A mass of molecular geometries
within Cs symmetry over a great range of space is selected to
ensure that the fitted PES can entirely cover the dynamics-
relevant regions. In Jacobi coordinates, the symmetrical
configuration of Ca−H2 is constructed by 0.8 ≤ RHH/a0 ≤
20.0, 0.1 ≤ RCa‑HH/a0 ≤ 30.0, 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2, and the
configuration of H-CaH is defined by 2.6 ≤ RCaH/a0 ≤ 20.0,
0.1 ≤ RH‑CaH/a0 ≤ 16.0, 0 ≤ θ′ ≤ π. In this work, the ab initio
calculations are carried out by utilizing the Molpro 2012
program.29

2.2. PES Fitting with Neural Networks. In recent years,
there has been increasing attention on representing molecular
PESs by machine learning technology.23,30−37 Among those
algorithms, the artificial NN model features high fitting
accuracy and strong generalization performance and has
become the most popular method in constructing reactive
PESs of small systems. In this work, the back-propagation NN
method is used to map the global ground-state CaH2 PES. To
ensure the fitted PES satisfies the exchange symmetry of the
two same hydrogen atoms, the permutation invariant

polynomials22,23 are constructed by the bond length between
two atoms as the input of NN, and the output layer is the
corresponding normalized potential energy value. The input
and output are connected by two hidden layers with 12
neurons. The hyperbolic tangent function is used as the
transfer function φ in the 1−2 and 2−3 layers, and the 3−4
layer is lined by the linear function. The final analytical
expansion of the fitted PES can be presented as
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where the connecting weights w and biases b between adjacent
layers in a neural network are iteratively optimized using the
Levenberg−Marquardt algorithm.38 The mean squared error as
a cost function for evaluating the training performance can be
expressed as
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2.3. Time-Dependent Wave Packet Method. Theoret-
ically, the most reliable means to elucidate the reaction
mechanism by dynamic results is to perform state-to-state
dynamic calculations based on a globally accurate PES using an
efficient quantum dynamic method. The TDWP method,
widely acknowledged for its efficacy in the meticulous
examination of reactive scattering, has been extensively utilized
in various atom−diatom systems.39−44 The subsequent
description provided an abbreviated overview of the TDWP
method, and further intricate details can be referenced in the
provided literature.45−48

In the reactant Jacobi coordinates, the Hamiltonian of the
Ca + H2 system is written as
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where J and j are the total angle momentum of the CaH2
system and the rotational angular momentum of H2 molecules,
respectively. μR and μr are the reduced masses of the R and r
radial coordinates. V̂(R, r, θ) is the atom−diatom interaction
potential excluding the diatom reference potential energy
V0(r).

The total wave function in the body-fixed (BF) representa-
tion can be expanded in terms of the translational−vibra-
tional−rotational basis as

R r F D u R r y( , , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
nvjK

nvjK MK
J

n v jK
JM JM=

(5)

where ε is the parity of the system. M and K denote the
projection of J on the space-fixed (SF) z axis and the BF z axis,
respectively. DMK

Jε (Ω) is the parity-adapted normalized Wigner
rotation matrix that only depends on Euler angles Ω. In this
work, Sinc-DVR, PO−DVR, and Gauss−Legendre quadrature
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are applied to Jacobi coordinates R, r, and θ to obtain the
Hamiltonian matrix. In addition, an improved L-shaped grid
method47 recently introduced is applied to improve the
efficiency of numerical calculation. The primary strategy of this
method is to decompose the total wave function into the
interaction region wave function and the asymptotic region
wave function which use different numbers of rovibrational
basis sets.

On the SF representation, the initial wave packet with a
definite initial state (v0, j0, l0) is prepared in the reactant
asymptote as

t G R r JMj l( 0) ( ) ( )v j l
JM

v j 0 00 0 0 0 0
= = | (6)

where G(R) is a Gaussian function with the position R, ϕv d0jd0
(r)

is the eigenfunction of diatom Hamiltonian eq 4 corresponding
to the initial ro-vibrational state, and |JMj0l0ε⟩ is the total
angular momentum eigenfunction.

The second-order split operator method49 is employed to
propagate wave packets. In order to avoid the reflection of the
wave packet from the grid edges during the propagation, the
absorption potential along r and R coordinates is constructed
as follows:
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where Ca and Cb are the strength of absorbing potential. xa, xb,
and xend represent the starting and ending positions of
absorbing potential.

The time-independent scattering wave function at the
product asymptotic is obtained by the Fourier transform of
the time-dependent wave function at each time step. Finally,
the state-to-state S-matrix element is extracted by using the
reactant-coordinate-based (RCB) method.50,51 Based on the S-
matrix, the state-to-state reaction probability is calculated by
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where v′ and j′ are the product vibrational and rotational
states, respectively. By summing over all relevant total angular
momentum quantum numbers J, we can obtain the state-to-
state integral cross sections (ICSs)
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in which k E2v j R c0 0
= is the wave vector in the entrance

channel and Ec is the collision energy. The DCSs can be
calculated as
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where dKK d0

J (ϑ) represents the reduced Wigner matrix, and ϑ
expresses the scattering angle.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
During the NN fitting, overfitting problems are often
encountered, especially for the long-range potential. To avoid
the overfitting behavior, the cross-validation scheme is applied,
namely, the 11365 ab initio data are selected to participate in
the PES fitting, which is randomly classified into 90% training
set and 10% testing set. Atom−diatom Jacobi coordinates are
used to generate energy points. The selection of the starting
point must fully cover the entire coordinate space to ensure the
quality of asymptotic channels and dynamical calculations.
Second, considering the complexity of features within the
interaction region, a denser energy point distribution is
adopted in this region to improve the accuracy of PES. The
training process is stopped when the error of the training set
declines slowly or the error of the test set starts to rise, which
usually suggests that the overfitting behavior occurs. Figure 1

presents a comparison between the long-range potential energy
values obtained on the new PES and the corresponding ab
initio data along the radial coordinate at four selected Jacobi
angles θ = 2°, 30°, 60° and 88°, where the bond length of HH
is fixed at its equilibrium distance (1.401 a0). It can be seen
that the fitting potentials are very smooth, in good agreement
with the original ab initio calculations for each angle. The
overall root-mean-square error of the global PES is only 6.245
meV, and the database with an absolutely fitting error less than
0.010 eV can reach 98.8%. This suggests that the constructing
PES is globally accurate and suitable for carrying out the
reaction dynamics calculations. As shown in Figure 2, the
fitting two-body potential energy curves (PECs) of the ground
state H2(X1Σg

+) and CaH(X2Σ+) molecules are in excellent
agreement with each ab initio point. To further demonstrate
the accuracy of the two-body potentials, Table 1 displays the
spectroscopic constants of the two diatomic molecules
determined on the analytical PECs, which exhibit good
agreement with the corresponding experimental data.52,53

Figure 1. Comparison of ab initio data and the corresponding values
obtained on the PIP-NN PES in a long-range of the reactant channel
as a function of RCa−HH at four Jacobi angles (θ = 2°, 30°, 60° and
88°) for the bond length of HH fixed at 1.401 a0.
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Therefore, the presented PES are sufficiently accurate for
representing the rovibrational states of reactant and product.

Contour maps of the ground-state CaH2 PES at four
different configurations are shown in Figure 3, where the
energy is set as zero at the dissociation limit of the Ca + H2
asymptotic region. Panels (a) and (b) depict the topographies
of the CaH2 PES with H−Ca−H angles of 90° and 180°,
respectively. The PES exhibits outstanding exchange symme-
try, and a potential well structure with a depth of 2.09 eV is
observed at R1 = R3 = 3.84 a0 for the bond angle of 90°. A
similar well is also presented at R1 = R3 = 3.95 a0 for the bond
angle of 180°, corresponding to the D∞h. The same
characteristic is present on the ground-state PES of both
BeH2 and MgH2, and the depth of the potential well relative to
the reactant asymptotic region decreases as the mass of the
alkaline earth metal atom increases.54−56 Furthermore, the
topography exhibits minimal changes as the bending angle
increases under this configuration. Panel (c) illustrates the
morphology of the PES at C2v symmetry based on the reactant-
Jacobi coordinate, where a saddle point is observed at a bond
length of R = 3.71 a0 and r = 2.82 a0. Moreover, a deep
potential well emerges when the Ca atom approaches the
midpoint between two H atoms. As shown in Figure 3d, the
global minimum energy point is located at the asymptotic
region of the reactant channel. The energy level within the
product channel significantly surpasses that of the reactant
channel, signifying that the progression of the title reaction
necessitates a substantial infusion of energy.

Contour plots of the potential energy of the atom (Ca or H)
moving around the diatom molecules (H2 or CaH) are

displayed in Figure 4, where the molecules are fixed at the
corresponding equilibrium bond lengths. As shown in Figure
4a, evident repulsion between the Ca atom and H2 molecule
makes it challenging to initiate the title reaction, reflecting a
common characteristic in ground-state reactions between
alkali-earth metal atoms and the H2 molecule. Different from
the situation of Figure 4a, attractive interactions emerge, as
shown in Figure 4b, as the H atom moves around the CaH
molecule, and the well around the Ca atom is deeper and
broader than the well around another H atom. The potential
well on the left is located in the structure where the Ca atom is
between two H atoms with a bond length of about 8 Bohr,
which corresponds to the well shown in Figure 3b.
Furthermore, it can be seen from Figures 3 and 4 that the
potential energy curves derived from the newly constructed
PES are notably smooth, indicating that there is no overfitting
during the NN training.

To enhance the clarity of the features associated with the
title reaction within this latest PES, Figure 5 depicts both the
global minimum energy path (MEP) and the MEPs at four
Ca−H−H angles (45°, 80°, 90°, 135°) for the Ca(1S) + H2 →
CaH + H reaction. Here, the reaction coordinate is defined as
the difference between RHH and RCaH distances, and θCa−H−H is
the bending angle between RHH and RCaH. It can be discerned
from the MEPs that the titled reaction is a markedly
endothermic process, requiring an energy absorption of 2.91
eV. The global MEP shows an extremely deep potential well
with energy as low as 0.17 eV in the reaction path, which
corresponds to the potential well structure shown in Figure 3b.
In this structure, the Ca atom is positioned at the midpoint
between two H atoms, with an RCaH distance of 3.96 a0. For
the MEPs at different angles, it is evident that the potential
well only exists in the reaction path at small approach angles
(θCa−H−H < 80°). After accounting for the vibrational zero-
point energies of the H2 and CaH molecules, the title reaction
is an endothermic reaction with an absorption energy of 2.71
eV.

In order to obtain accurate and detailed dynamical
information, we conducted dynamical calculations for the Ca
+ H2 (v0 = 0, j0 = 0) → CaH + H reaction within the energy
range of 2.5 to 4.0 eV. In the TDWP calculation, the total
angular momentum J is calculated from 0 to 78, and all
Coriolis couplings are considered. The primary numerical
parameters in the calculation after a large number of
convergence tests are given in Table 2. The collision energy
dependence of the total reaction probabilities for the Ca(1S) +
H2 (v0 = 0, j0 = 0) → CaH + H reaction at four different total
angular momentum J (0, 20, 40, 60) are depicted in Figure 6a.
For J = 0, there is a reaction threshold whose magnitude is
consistent with the endothermicity calculated from the PES.
The reaction threshold increases with the increase of J due to
the role of the centrifugal potential term in eq 3. In addition, a
number of significant oscillating peaks are found in the
reaction probability curves for small J, which can be attributed
to the formation of long-lived complexes in the potential well.
These oscillations gradually weaken as the J value increases
until it disappears on the curve J = 60. The domination of
resonance caused by the long-lived complexes is consistent
with the insertion reaction mechanism, which is foretold in the
reaction path diagram of Figure 5. The total ICS for the title
reaction is also shown in Figure 6b. It is obvious that the total
ICS increases monotonically with the collision energy, which is
a typical characteristic of a strong endothermic reaction.

Figure 2. Comparison of the ab initio data and the NN fitting results
of the PECs of H2 (X1Σg

+) and CaH(X2Σ+).

Table 1. Molecular Constants of H2(X1Σg+) and CaH(X2Σ+)

re (Å) De (eV) ωe (cm−1) ωexe (cm−1)

H2(X1Σg
+)

PIP-NN PESa 0.741 4.724 4401.8 120.8
experimental datab 0.741 4.747 4401.2 121.3
CaH(X2Σ+)
PIP-NN PESa 2.044 1.828 1251.2 23.6
experimental data 2.002c 1.788b 1298.3c 19.2c

aObtained from the analytical PECs. bFrom to ref 52. cExperimental
values taken from ref 53.
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The revelation of reaction mechanisms and the control of
reaction processes are greatly facilitated by studying the
vibrational behavior of products.57,58 The vibrational−rota-
tional distribution of the product molecule calculated by the
TDWP method at the collision energy of 3.2, 3.5, 3.8, and 4.0
eV is shown in Figure 7. It can be seen that with the increase of
collision energy, the opening of more product channels leads
to a broader distribution of the product vibrational−rotational
states. In addition, the product vibrational state distribution is
depicted in the figure with the orange dotted line. The results
show that the product molecule mainly occupies lower
vibrational states near the reaction threshold. As the collision
energy increases, the vibrational states of the CaH product
show population inversion distributions. This dynamical
behavior is very common in many systems, such as Be +
H2

54 and F + HCl reactions.58−60 The results reveal that the
product molecule mainly occupies lower vibrational states and
the dominant vibrational state changes from v′ = 0 to v′ = 2 as
the collision energy increases. On the contrary, the results at
different collision energies consistently indicate that the
product molecule shows a preference for higher rotational
states and the maximum distribution being at rotational state j′
= 20. This rovibrational distribution characteristic is consistent
with typical features of the insertion reaction mechanism. In
contrast, the direct-abstraction reaction tends to be distributed
in lower rotational states. Overall, the features observed in the
figure further demonstrate that the reaction follows an

insertion reaction mechanism dominated by long-lived
complexes.

DCS can provide a more detailed exploration of the reaction
mechanism by offering the angular distribution of reaction
products. For the direct abstraction reaction mechanisms, the
products usually have a nonstatistical distribution and prefer to
scatter in one direction. For the indirect insertion reaction
mechanism, the adjustment time of the reaction is longer,
which can eliminate the kinetic information of the initial
reactants so that the products can be scattered in all directions
and have a symmetric distribution of forward and backward
scatterings. As shown in Figure 8, the DCSs of the Ca + H2 (v0
= 0, j0 = 0) → CaH + H reaction as a function of scattering
angle at several selected collision energies are presented.
Almost symmetrical forward−backward scattering is found at
low collision energy, which is consistent with the character-
istics of complex formation reaction, confirming the indirect
insertion reaction mechanism of Ca(1S) + H2 reaction when
the collision energy is close to the reactive threshold. As the
collision energy increases, the forward and backward scattering
peaks become larger and broader. The backward scattering
peak gradually intensifies with the increase of collision energy,
indicating that the direct abstraction mechanism plays a role in
the title reaction. Therefore, both the indirect insertion
mechanism and direct abstraction mechanism have effects on
the Ca(1S) + H2 reaction at high collision energies.

Figure 3. Contour plots of the ground-state CaH2 PES (a) for the bending angle between RHCa and RCaH fixed at 90°, (b) for the bending angle
between RHCa and RCaH fixed at 180°(D∞h symmetry), (c) for the reactant-Jacobi coordinate RCa‑HH and rHH with the angle θ = 90°, and (d) for the
Ca−H−H angle fixed at 180°.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, a high-fidelity global ground-state CaH2 PES is
constructed using the PIP-NN scheme based on 11365 ab
initio points calculated at the icMRCI + Q level, and cc-pV5Z
and def2-QZVP basis sets are adopted for H and Ca,
respectively. The PES can accurately reproduce the original
ab initio data in each region, and the overall fitting RMSE of
the mapped PES is only 6.245 meV. The topographic features
of the PES are described in detail. The ground-state PES of
CaH2 exhibits a potential well structure with exchange
symmetry, and the comparison with the results of BeH2 and

MgH2 concludes that the depth of the potential well decreases
with the increase of the atomic mass of alkaline earth metal.

Based on this new PES, state-to-state quantum dynamics
calculations for the Ca + H2 (v0 = 0, j0 = 0) → CaH + H
reaction are performed using the TDWP method for
understanding the microscopic mechanisms. Significant
oscillating peaks in the reaction probability curves at small
angular momenta suggest the formation of long-lived
complexes in the potential well. The rovibrationally state-
resolved ICSs present vibrationally cold and rotationally hot
distribution. The total DCSs are forward−backward symmetric
when the collision energy is slightly larger than the reactive
threshold, while the backward scatting is more favorable at

Figure 4. Contour plot of potential energy when (a) Ca atom moves
around the H2 molecule with the fixed bond length at 1.40 Bohr, and
(b) H atom moves around the CaH molecule with the fixed bond
length at 3.86 Bohr.

Figure 5. Global MEP and MEPs at four Ca−H−H angles(45°, 80°,
90°, 135°) of the Ca + H2 → CaH + H reaction, where zero energy
corresponds to the asymptotic energy of the Ca + H2 reactant (the
unit of bond length is Bohr).

Table 2. Numerical Parameters Used in the TDWP
Calculations for Ca(1S) + H2 (v0 = 0, j0 = 0) → CaH + H
Reactiona

parameter value

R R ∈ [0.1, 25.0], NR = 299, NR
Int = 149

r r ∈ [0.01, 25.0], νInt = 199, νAsy = 15
rotational basis jInt = 169, jAsy = 39
initial wave packet Rc = 18.0, δ = 0.32, Ec = 3.8 eV
absorbing potential R: Ca = 0. 06, Cb = 0.12, Ra = 20.0, Rb = 24.0

r: Ca = 0.06, Cb = 0.15, ra = 20.0, rb = 24.0
propagation time Ttot = 30,000, Δt = 15
matching plane R0′ = 12.0

aAtomic units are used if not otherwise stated.

Figure 6. (a) Reaction probabilities with four different total angular
momentums (J = 0, 20 40, 60) and (b) total ICS for the Ca + H2 (v0
= 0, j0 = 0) → CaH + H reaction as a function of collision energy.
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high collision energy. The dynamics results indicate that near
the reactive threshold, the title reaction follows a complex-
forming mechanism, whereas both the indirect insertion
mechanism and the direct abstraction mechanism contribute
to the Ca(1S) + H2 reaction at higher collision energies.
Further dynamics studies for this reaction system, such as the
effects of rovibrational excitations and isotopic substitutions of
the H2 molecule, can be performed on the presented PES, and
the dynamics data calculated in this study would be of
importance in the experimental studies on the title reaction.
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